The ability to study radiation damage in-situ promises to yield great scientific insights into the mechanisms of radiation damage accumulation, directly enabling the rapid innovation and qualification of materials for nuclear applications. This is a challenging task, as the measurement technique must be non-contact, non-destructive, rapid, and still allow for online irradiation without interference. Applicable methods of mechanical spectroscopy are surveyed, noting their potential usefulness at characterizing radiation-induced microstructural changes insitu. The laser-based surface acoustic wave (LSAW) technique appears most suited for these studies, due to its non-contact, non-destructive nature, its ability to rapidly probe materials to the depth of ion irradiation, and the large number of deconvolvable components extractable from its signal. Work is proposed to separate the individual mechanisms of irradiation damage using in-situ and ex-situ LSAW analysis, through a suite of single-effect and integrated experiments.
Introduction
For over fifty years, nuclear materials researchers have grappled with the scientific and financial difficulties of studying radiation response in nuclear systems. In-core instrumentation is notoriously difficult, because it must fit within the confines of nuclear reactor cores while also withstanding intense radiation fields. More fundamental studies are performed us-ing spallation sources and ion accelerators, which irradiate samples with neutrons and charged particles, respectively [1] . However, the latter studies differ significantly from those using neutrons. They typically apply fluxes higher than those found in nuclear reactor cores by multiple orders of magnitude, resulting in significant dose rate effects on material property response. Furthermore, the damage resulting from charged particles is not necessarily representative of the damage resulting from neutrons at the same flux level, due to neutron-atypical effects such as injected interstitials.
The unit of material radiation exposure used in studies of radiation damage is the displacements per atom (DPA), which was developed to account for varying levels of material damage as radiation type and energy is changed [2] . It replaced an older, simpler unit consisting of the total fluence above a certain energy, typically between 0.1 MeV and 1 MeV. The DPA allows for the proper accounting of higher damage cascade complexity and energy-dependence of damage cross sections, and is therefore linked to resultant changes in material property changes, which ultimately are the quantities of interest to nuclear materials engineers. Thus, the introduction of the DPA as the unit of radiation damage in materials helped unify formerly disparate studies in radiation materials science.
However, the DPA is still fundamentally an exposure parameter, which only accounts for the ballistic stage of radiation damage cascades [2] . The link between the number of displaced atoms (DPA) and the resultant, long-term accumulation and evolution of radiation damage in the form of multiscale material defects has been the subject of a great number of studies, recently summarized in a comprehensive tome on nuclear materials [3] . Variations in the dose-property response of the same materials exposed to identical DPA have been observed as functions of temperature [4] , dose rate [5] , type of radiation [6] , duty cycle (beam rastering) of charged particle beams [7, 8, 9] , imposed stresses [10] , processing and resultant microstructure [11] , secondary precipitates or impurities [12] , and co-injection or cogeneration of gases such as helium during irradiation [13, 14] . These variations demonstrate a clear difference between applied dose and accumulated damage for differing material and irradiation conditions. In addition, the actual analysis of radiation damage most often consists of time-consuming TEM analysis, in which artifacts due to varying sample thickness and preparation can often obscure the details of accumulated irradiation damage. Were a rapid, non-destructive method of quantification of radiation damage to exist, it would allow for faster innovation in the field of nuclear materials, and it would augment the ability of the DPA to describe resultant changes in material properties during and following irradiation.
In this study, a new method of quantifying material property changes during irradiation is proposed, based on in-situ laser-induced surface acoustic wave (LSAW) analysis. This non-contact mechanical spectroscopy technique is ideally suited for online measurement of material property changes during irradiation in a variety of sample microstructures and environments. Recent studies, focusing either on the quantification of individual effects of irradiation (such as helium co-injection or dislocation density changes) or on the integrated effects of irradiation, are shown to reliably correlate LSAW signal changes to radiation damage in DPA. Next, representative studies of the LSAW response of highly pure copper to irradiation are presented to illustrate the potential usefulness of LSAW analysis of radiation damage. Finally, methods describing a possible in-situ method of radiation damage studies are proposed. These methods have the potential to vastly accelerate the pace and accuracy of radiation damage experiments, as well as to reveal mechanisms of breakaway phenomena [15] and potential self-organized criticality [16] arising from the self-organization of radiation-induced material defects.
Mechanical Spectroscopy for Radiation Materials Science
The missing link between understanding the relationship between radiation dose and material property changes is a thorough understanding of how radiation damage accumulates spatially in real time. Ions in particular affect just a thin layer of material, ranging from tens of microns for MeV protons to hundreds of nanometers for similarly energetic heavy ions. An ideal technique for in-situ analysis of radiation damage would therefore:
• be non-destructive
• be non-contact
• collect data extremely rapidly
• have radiation resistant probe materials
• have the ability to probe near-surface phenomena, particularly to study charged particle irradiation
• study multiple material properties at once
• should function well in extreme environments of low/high temperature
• function with samples immersed in a vacuum, in high pressure gases, and in corrosive fluids Recent significant progress has been made to carefully design and implement proton irradiation experiments to accurately simulate neutron damage [1] . Even so, in-situ mechanical spectroscopy has the potential to reveal more mechanistic material changes during irradiation, further improving the correlation between neutron and charged particle irradiation.
Potential Methods for Mechanical Spectroscopy of Radiation Damage
Conventional ultrasonic testing (UT) methods can detect flaws as small as tens of microns, which is too low resolution to detect radiation-induced damage modes ranging in size from point defects to voids or precipitates tens of nanometers in size. Piezobased SAW technologies [17] and acoustic methods such as scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) [18] , scanning laser acoustic microscopy (SLAM) [19] , and its 3D cousin holographic SLAM (HOLOSLAM) [20] all require require either a mechanical (solid) or a fluid (oil, water) coupling, precluding the use of samples in extreme environments. Surface Brillouin scattering (SBS) measures very fine fluctuations in incident light due to changes in thermal vibration spectra on the atomic level, and therefore requires measurement times in the range of hours, meaning that one data point can take longer to acquire than an entire irradiation experiment. SBS has, however, been used to measure disorder and amorphization in ionimplanted GaP via acoustic velocity variations [21] .
Non-electronic probes √ √ *Scanning or transmission electron microscopy SAW analysis has been used to successfully determine material properties of interest to radiation materials scientists. Frass and Hess used fiber optic coupled lasers to excite SAW waves to study elastic and mechanical properties of thin films [22] . Hurley et al. used SAW spectrometry using separated pump and probe beams to measure the elastic properties of TiN thin films grown on Si, including thickness and Young's modulus [23] . Ruiz and Nagy performed SAW dispersion measurements on surface treated metals [24] , confirming that SAW spectra can be used to identify the extent of different surface deformation modes, such as surface roughness, compressive residual stress, and cold work. This study points strongly to the possibility that different single effects of radiation damage on microstructure, like those in Ruiz and Nagy's study, should be separable in a very similar way. Their SAW waves were produced using a piezoelectric element, but this is does not affect the mechanism by which the detection is performed.
A. G. Every reviewed the various methods of measuring near-surface elastic properties of solids and thin films in 2002 [25] . Methods discussed include SBS (mentioned above), laser-generated surface acoustic waves (LSAW), and acoustic microscopy (AM). Of these, LSAW is the most suitable method for performing rapid, in-situ, and non-contact determination of the change in elastic properties due to various modes of radiation damage. AM uses mechanical excitations to induce standing or propagating waves across a surface, but these require contact with the specimen (such as with a piezoelectric element). The probe itself would be irradiated, or would otherwise interfere with any top-down surface modification process, such as reactive ion etching of silicon, helium implantation, plasma ion implantation, or radiation damage in general.
Every reports that LSAW can be used to measure certain properties of thin films, such as Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and film thickness [25] . Measurement can take place via four methods:
1. Interferometry, whereby the probe laser is split into a reference and a probe beam, and the two are combined in an interferometer to measure surface-normal changes in local specimen height due to the presence of SAWs.
2. Reflectivity changes, since a traveling density wave will affect the reflectivity of the surface. This mode requires only one probe laser beam, and its intensity changes are recorded.
3. Deflection methods, since a Rayleigh wave will curve the surface of the specimen as it travels through (or stays as a standing wave), whereby the angle of deflection is measured using a position sensitive detector.
4. Diffraction methods, including transient grating (TG) techniques, whereby a laser is used to probe changes in the diffractive properties of a material caused by Rayleigh wave formation.
The literature is unusually scant regarding the use of non-contact ultrasonics to quantify radiation damage, though much work with contact-based ultrasonics to quantify and understand irradiation damage has been performed. Thompson and Holmes found the Young's modulus of neutron-irradiated single crystal copper to increase [26] , which the authors explain via hindered movement of dislocation line segments due to irradiation-produced defects. This explanation was confirmed in later studies [27] . Tittmann quantified the effect of dislocation density and its interaction with ultrasonic waves [28] . He also reports that Ogi and Hirao used ultrasonic backscattering to evaluate thermal aging embrittlement of duplex stainless steels [29] , though these were MHz ultrasonic waves, unlike the GHz LSAW waves produced on a surface.
Matlack et al. studied the amount of neutron radiation damage present in reactor pressure vessel steels using nonlinear ultrasound [30, 31] , by measuring a longitudinal wave non-linearity parameter beta as a function of neutron fluence as an indicator of radiation damage. The authors do report that effects from surface roughness and condition, as well as thickness variation, affect their results. This work therefore uses one lumped parameter to describe radiation damage, and does not uncover the separate microstructural mechanisms, such as defect clustering, void formation, or dislocation network formation, responsible for its accumulation. It is also not yet clear whether the mechanical response of these materials can be reliably correlated to the non-linearity parameter alone. Complex radiation effects in materials require a technique which returns suitably complex information, but can also be separated into simpler, single effects.
Additional studies of radiation-induced material property changes using LSAW analysis point to its promising in-situ use during irradiation. Its use in probing the depths of and changes due to ion implantation has been investigated in semiconductors [32, 33] , ceramics [34] , and diamond [32] . LSAW with changing analysis depths has been used to reconstruct depth profiles of Rayleigh wave velocity and elastic constants [35, 36] . LSAW was also used to determine the thickness of amorphized layers of ion-implanted silicon [37] , simultaneously acquiring the layer's density, Young's modulus, and Poisson's ratio. Similar changes were investigated in lithium niobate thin films during ion implantation [17] , suggesting that LSAW is equally viable as an in-situ technique, with the added advantage of being a non-contact method. However, its use has yet to be demonstrated on nuclear structural materials, except by Hofmann et al. [38] .
Description of the LSAW Method
An illustration of the LSAW setup used in this study is shown in Figure 1 , based on the methods described by Rogers et al. [40] . Here, two laser outputs (1) are sent through a diffraction grating (2) , where the +/-1 diffraction orders (3) are made parallel and focused onto the sample (5). The pump beams create a "transient grating," by inducing parallel regions of thermal expansion with a spatial period determined by the diffraction grating period. The spatially periodic "ripple" pattern at the sample surface is measured by diffraction of the probe light. The diffracted signal beam is co-linear with the reflected reference beam, interfering with it (a process called heterodyne Figure 2 : LSAW signal decomposition, showing frequency, thermal decay, and acoustic damping on unirradiated, single crystal, (001) aluminum using a 2.75 µm grating spacing detection [41] , which deliberately utilizes co-linear probe and reference beams to amplify the signal). The heterodyne-amplified signal can then be sent simultaneously to a signal detector (6) to measure its time-dependent intensity, and to a quadrant detector (not done in this study) to provide feedback for any sample motion. This keeps the sample in the plane of the crossed beams and perpendicular to the bisector of the beam paths.
The signal from an LSAW measurement can be decomposed into a number of different components, each revealing different properties about the material being studied. Figure 2 shows the simplest of these, which can be extracted using data averaged from a single set of conditions. Here, the fundamental frequency f T G can be easily extracted from a Fourier transform of the signal, which leads directly to the Rayleigh wave velocity, since SAWs are induced with a known wavelength. Subsequent measurements of f TG with different phase mask grating spacings (d P M ) can lead to direct measurements of the speed of sound, as well as properties such as elastic constants, the Young's modulus, the shear modulus, the bulk modulus, and Poisson's ratio. The decay constant of the overall curve envelope gives insights into the thermal conductivity of the material. A faster decay means a more thermally conductive material, as the DC component of the signal decays faster as the heat from the pump lasers spreads between the thermally excited regions within the analysis area. Finally, the decay of the periodic oscillations of frequency f TG on top of the thermal curve envelope yields information about the acoustic damping of SAW waves in the material. Three recent studies have been performed using SAWs which directly access quantities of interest to radiation materials scientists. First, Banet et al. [42] studied the acoustic signals of annealed and unannealed silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates. This single variable study, while preliminary in nature, examined the effect of varying dislocation density (which is known to increase rapidly with irradiation to a saturation level [43] ) on the time-dependent acoustic signals from SAW analysis. Annealed and unannealed substrates have low and high dislocation densities, respectively. The data show a timedependent intensity curve for each case, whereby the signal level in mV directly corresponds to the amount of light entering a photodetector, resulting from the oscillation of a SAW induced by the pump laser. The annealed (low dislocation density) case exhibits very rapid overall curve envelope decay, indicating higher thermal diffusivity assuming the same material density, as well as a relatively low acoustic damping ratio, visible as subsequent oscillations in signal following the initial peak. By contrast, the unannealed (high dislocation density) sample showed lower curve envelope decay, indicating lower thermal diffusivity, while oscillations following the initial signal peak all but disappear, indicating high acoustic damping. Studies have shown clear decreases in thermal conductivity as a function of increasing dislocation density in semiconductors [44] , and in metals particularly at cryogenic temperatures by dislocation scattering of phonons [45] .
Next, Hurley et al. have proposed the use of propagating LSAW to study the effects of neutron radiation on material property changes [46] . The researchers used an interferometer to generate timedependent 2D images of SAW wave propagation on copper samples with high texture (anisotropy), produced by rolling, to study one of the simulated effects of neutron irradiation. The results suggest that LSAW methods can be used to study texture changes due to recrystallization during irradiation, by separating the pump and probe beams. The authors also report on using picosecond ultrasonics to measure bulk elastic properties in precisely sectioned FIB samples of candidate materials. Because the LSAW method can be used to determine quantities such as Young's modulus by varying the LSAW wavelength, it could be used to measure the changes in elastic properties during irradiation. Many studies have shown significant changes in Young's modulus with irradiation. Changes have attributed it to effects ranging from increases due to increasing point defect or small cluster concentrations [47] to decreases due to void swelling [48] .
Finally, a recent study by Hofmann et al. [38] examined the changes in LSAW propagation due to helium implantation of single crystal tungsten, both pure and with dilute alloying elements of Re or Ta, for fusion reactor first wall applications. Here, a suite of molecular dynamics and density functional theory simulations were compared with x-ray microdiffraction and LSAW measurements to study the changes in void swelling and elastic moduli due to helium implantation. Rayleigh wave velocity was used with a known grating spacing to determine the change in Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, assuming similar densities for the materials. The results show a statistically significant reduction in both Rayleigh wave velocity, Young's modulus, and shear modulus for helium implanted tungsten, while statistically sig- Table 2 : Proposed single-effect experiments to separate changes due to individual radiation damage effects on LSAW signal, using single crystal, knownorientation materials nificant increases in all three are measured and calculated for tungsten with an increased self interstitial atom (SIA) concentration. These results show that additional quantities relevant to radiation damage studies, from the intermediate (SIA concentration) to the end results (Young's and shear moduli) can be measured using LSAW analysis. However, using the technique in this ex-situ manner still has the same limitations of low sample throughput and lack of time resolution as the ion beam studies in [1] . Further studies by Logan et al. [49] show the applicability of measuring LSAW signal changes of both frequency shift and acoustic damping on irradiated Kapton films, suggesting that the technique should be even more widely useful at quantifying radiation damage in a broad class of materials.
Proposed Methods of LSAW Analysis of Radiation Effects

Using LSAW Ex-Situ to Study Individual Radiation Effects
Deconvolving multiple concurrent radiation effects in real materials will likely be too challenging at the start. Therefore, initial tests which highlight individual effects of radiation damage, such as just voids, regions of amorphization, point defect concentrations, or dislocation density, are proposed in Table 2 . These single effect studies will be far more informative at the start, as each single effect should have measurable, intuitive effects on an LSAW signal, as summarized in Figure 3 . For example, the helium ion microscope can be used to create both regions of amorphization and single bubbles to simulate voids. Short He-irradiation times using a square grid pattern creates regular regions of amorphization, while longer irradiation creates single helium bubbles inside the amorphiza- Cold work by rolling or compression increases the dislocation density of the material to an extent before new grains are formed. These dislocations would scatter acoustic waves and phonons, increasing the thermal decay constant and decreasing the acoustic decay time constant from Figure 2 . This effect was already observed during LSAW analysis of annealed vs. unannealed silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates [42] . Counting surface etch pits or extraction of a TEM sample can confirm the dislocation density.
Even the effects of vacancy concentration may be measurable using in-situ LSAW on highly cooled specimens, to minimize vacancy migration and recombination. Dienes proposed that a 1% vacancy concentration should impart a 1% change in all the elastic constants in copper [50] , while Nabarro asserted that the change should be higher (2.3%) for the same vacancy concentration [51] . Later, Ackland reported an expected change of just under 1% in the C 44 elastic constant for a simulated copper lattice with a vacancy concentration of 7.3 · 10 −4 [52] , attainable by quenching near the melting point in some metals, though the author admits a not entirely satisfactory explanation of experiments by this method. Recent measurements by the authors of this study on single crystal aluminum found variability between LSAW scans of single crystal aluminum to be repeatable within 0.2%, suggesting that a high vacancy concentration measured in-situ with LSAW may be achievable during cryogenic irradiation.
Performing future studies on single crystal materials such as tungsten, aluminum, or beryllium may provide more distinctive insights into the mechanisms of radiation damage and their results on LSAW propagation, due to less noise resulting from polycrystallinity and sample preparation. Realistic limitations of equipment come into play for this analysis, however. For example, should one desire to study the LSAW spectral change of diamond, one would need a facility with a frequency resolution of approximately 20 GHz for the Rayleigh wavelengths used in the facility in this study. Significant, order-of-magnitude level steps in equipment cost are incurred past the 2-4GHz level, both for oscilloscopes and for time-dependent light detectors with high enough sensitivity at desired wavelengths.
Using LSAW In-Situ to Identify Mechanisms of Radiation Effects
The unique aspects of LSAW as described above make it ideally suited to in-situ radiation studies. Data can be taken at the repetition rate of the pump laser, meaning that hundreds of thousands of signals can be averaged in under two minutes. As long as the medium surrounding the sample is optically transparent to the lasers, the LSAW method can be used. So far, LSAW has been performed on solids in air and to measure thermal properties of transparent fluids, but in theory, the LSAW method can be adapted to study coupled corrosion and radiation damage in real-time of a solid, polished surface immersed in a corrosive, transparent fluid at high-temperature. Most importantly, however, is the ability to take rapid radiation response data, which has the potential to provide new insights into the mechanisms of radiation damage, not just rates, by studying the shapes of the doseresponse curves to identify breakaway phenomena. Figure 4 shows a schematic for an in-situ LSAW irradiation beamline. Here, the ion beam hits the sample, which can be dynamically positioned by x-yz-tilt stages to maintain the sample surface and angle in the laser focal plane. Irradiations would take place at an angle, so that an LSAW analysis system remains perpendicular to the sample surface, with laser beams entering through an optical window. Proton irradiation experiments in extreme environments can be enabled by increasing the proton beam energy, such that it can enter and exit thin, proton-transparent windows (such as Ti-foil), thus separating the experimental environment from the vacuum required in the accelerator beamline. A quadrant detector or online analysis of the signal DC amplitude can be used to determine the position of the sample relative to the The potential impact that this new method may have on radiation damage studies is partially due to the high throughput of data possible by in-situ LSAW analysis. A study by Garner et al [54] on the relative swelling of ferrite and sorbite grains is shown as an illustrative example in Figure 5 . Best fit curves have been drawn to describe the data, though the ferrite data show a smooth exponential relationship, similar to the Kozlov relation [55] , while the sorbite grains are drawn with a bi-linear relationship, as proposed by Kalchenko et al. for 304 stainless steel irradiated in EBR-II [56] . This practice has been common in the radiation damage community, though it inadvertently labels sparse data with mechanistic information via the curve fit model that may or may not match the mechanism of radiation damage accumulation. By contrast, if in-situ LSAW data were to be collected during irradiation, it could fill in the gaps between irradiation data points, providing real mechanistic information via the shape of the curve during the sudden (or not) onset of void swelling. Radiation damage effects such as these have been proposed as self-organizing into superlattices [57] , and have more recently been identified as hallmarks of mesoscale science [58] due to their potential self-organizing quali- Figure 5 : Data on swelling of ferrite and sorbite grains, showing bi-linear and exponential fitting curves drawn to explain the data [53] . In-situ LSAW analysis could fill in gaps in this data, helping to explain which, if any, proposed models and mechanisms are most valid. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
ties [59] .
Polycrystalline, anisotropic materials in particular may be studied to pinpoint the onset of anisotropic void swelling. While void swelling is an isotropic phenomenon, the resultant irradiation creep that relaxes stresses induced by void swelling will follow the anisotropy of the material, and its microstructure. Such anisotropic swelling, mediated by irradiation creep, has been theoretically predicted [60] and observed in austenitic [61] and duplex stainless steels [62] bombarded by nickel ions. The anisotropic swelling of polycrystalline materials, due to differing grain orientations, will cause step-height changes to occur, non-linearly increasing surface roughness with irradiation. Therefore, the surface roughness induced by anisotropic irradiation creep from swelling can be used to identify the onset of "breakaway" void swelling, as increased surface roughness will increase heat transfer into the region of heated air just above the sample. These air oscillations have been observed in previous LSAW measurements [41] , and may act as an indicator of the onset of the end of void incubation.
Comments on Decreased Experimental Time using LSAW
Nowadays, ex-situ data are collected one at a time, where each experimental data point requires its own sample preparation, irradiation, and destructive analysis. It is for this reason that radiation data across a wide range of materials are so sparse, because acquiring this data is extremely time-consuming and expensive. By contrast, in-situ data collection using LSAW analysis would eliminate all variability due to original sample condition, sample preparation, changing irradiation and temperature parameters, and preparation for destructive analysis, by using the same sample for all studies. In-situ LSAW therefore has the potential to turn an entire experimental campaign, which may last months to years, into a 1-2 week single experiment with vastly reduced sources of experimental error. LSAW methods are therefore positioned to enable faster innovation in the field of nuclear materials.
Of most interest may be the ability to apply the LSAW technique to the vast body of existing material irradiation studies already published in the open literature. Simply analyzing the current state of materials mentioned in any of the thousands of papers related to ion irradiation, assuming the samples still exist in good condition, can provide rapid validation of the technique. Then, a low-dimensional envelope could be fit to all the changes in LSAW signal for the material studied, to rapidly gain experience with the technique while minimizing additional irradiation experiments.
Conclusions
In-situ LSAW analysis has the potential to greatly increase the pace of innovation in nuclear materials science and engineering. Its non-contact, nondestructive nature, the speed of data acquisition, and its flexibility in operating environments make it ideally suited to collecting material property data during irradiation. Open questions regarding ion-specific effects such as beam rastering, mechanisms of radiation defect self-organization and breakaway, and coupled effects of material structure and processing on radiation response may be answered using this technique. LSAW analysis of irradiated materials, both in the form of ex-situ experiments on archival samples and in-situ studies on new ones, is poised to rapidly gain experience and validate the technique as a new tool in the field of nuclear materials science and engineering. Next steps include studies to determine the sensitivity of LSAW to experimentally simulated, individual microstructural effects of radiation damage, followed by subsequent multiple-effect experiments to determine their separability in the LSAW signal.
